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Abstract 
Islamic finance and banking has been an appealing phenomenon in the recent decades particularly after its suggestion by the 
Vatican in the aftermath of the 2008 Global financial crisis. Rejecting interest policy as an instrument for any business activity, 
Islamic banking is based on the non-interest substitutions that are profit, rental, commission, and wage, all of which are regarded 
as legitimate earnings of trade, its kinds, leasing, joint venture and partnerships, and other lawful and real productive economic 
activities. From Islamic perspective, interest is a value that is transferred from one party to another in any transaction without any 
matching value given back, resulting in an unequal distribution of income between individuals or groups. It takes place not only 
in loans but also in the sales of goods for each other or in the exchanges of currencies as well. The saying of the prophet 
Muhammed called “The Hadith or Saying of Six Things” concisely expresses 66 sales/exchanges that bear interest out of at least 
114 transactions included in that saying. After dealing with that saying and defining the kinds of interest by making use of this 
saying, this paper tries to introduce some solutions to financial crises as a reply to the suggestion of the Vatican, and then it 
briefly introduces non-interest finance modes of banking and finance. 
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1. Introduction 
An official Vatican Newspaper L’Osservatore Romano suggested Islamic Finance as a solution to the financial 
crises just after the 2008 global financial crisis hit. “The ethical principles on which Islamic finance is based may 
bring banks closer to their clients and to the true spirit which should mark every financial service,” the Vatican’s 
official newspaper Osservatore Romano said in an article in its issue dated 3 March, 2009. The authors Loretta 
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Napoleoni and Claudia Segre, said in the article that Western banks could use tools such as the Islamic bonds, 
known as sukuk, as collateral.† Vatican offers Islamic finance, and then what does Islamic finance offer?  
2. The Hadith of Six Things of the Prophet Muhammad 
To answer this question, we had better first lend an ear to the saying of the Prophet Muhammad:  
“You should sell gold for gold, silver for silver, wheat for wheat, barley for barley, dates for 
dates, and salt for salt, like for like, equal for equal, and hand-to-hand; if the classes (genus) 
differ, then you may sell as you wish, provided that the exchange is hand-to-hand.”‡ 
Although this saying seems to be very simple and to be as if describing simple trade relationships in the VII. 
Century Arabian markets, it is actually very comprehensive and includes vast meanings. With this concise saying, 
which is called “the Hadith of Six Things”§, the Prophet Muhammad expresses at least 114 kinds of exchanges, 
which are,  
the exchange of commodity for commodity,  
or currency for currency, 
on credit or on the spot, 
and for matching (equal) or different quantities. 
According to that Prophetic saying, out of these 114 kinds of exchanges, 66 sales bear a religiously forbidden 
“interest.” (see the tables) 
   Table 1. Monetary Category (All the quantities are hypothetical) 
GOLD for GOLD 
1.   100 gr for 100 gr on spot permissible 
2.   100 gr for 100 gr deferred interest 
3.   100 gr for 101gr on spot interest 
4.   100 gr for 101gr deferred interest 
5.   100 gr for  99 gr deferred interest 
SILVER for SILVER 
6.   100 gr for 100 gr on spot permissible 
7.   100 gr for 100 gr deferred interest 
8.   100 gr for 101gr on spot interest 
9.   100 gr for 101gr deferred interest 
10.   100 gr for  99 gr deferred interest 
GOLD for SILVER 
11.   10 gr for 500 gr on spot permissible 
12.   10 gr for 500 gr deferred interest 
13.   10 gr for 550 gr on spot permissible 
14.   10 gr for 550 gr deferred interest 
15.   10 gr for 450 gr on spot permissible 
16.   10 gr for 450 gr deferred interest 
 
 
† Totaro, Lorenzo, “Vatican Says Islamic Finance May Help Western Banks in Crisis”, 
http://www.bloomberg.com/apps/news?pid=newsarchive&sid=aOsOLE8uiNOg, accessed on 31 May, 2014; “Vatican offers Islamic finance 
system to Western Banks”, http://www.worldbulletin.net/index.php?aType=haber&ArticleID=37814, accessed on May 31, 2014. 
‡ Muslim, Musakat, 81; Abu Davud, Buyu’, 12: See, for other versions of this hadith: Irfan, Qazi, Riba and Hadith of Six Commodities, accessed 
on March 21, 2016). Available at SSRN: http://ssrn.com/abstract=1790222 or http://dx.doi.org/10.2139/ssrn.1790222. 
 
§ Although some writers call this hadith “Hadith of Six Commodities”, it is wrong because gold and silver that are mentioned in this hadith are 
not commodity but money. That’s why we call that hadith as “Hadith of Six Things”.  
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SILVER for GOLD 
17.   500 gr for 10 gr on spot permissible 
18.   500 gr for 10 gr deferred interest 
19.   500 gr for 11 gr on spot permissible 
20.   500 gr for 11 gr deferred interest 
21.   500 gr for   9 gr on spot permissible 
22.   500 gr  for   9 gr deferred interest 
 
  Table 2. Category of Goods 
WHEAT for WHEAT 
23.   100 kg for 100 kg on spot permissible 
24.   100 kg for 100 kg deferred interest 
25.   100 kg for 101 kg on spot interest 
26.   100 kg for 101 kg deferred interest 
27.   100 kg for   99 kg deferred interest 
BARLEY for BARLEY 
28.   100 kg for 100 kg on spot permissible 
29.   100 kg for 100 kg deferred interest 
30.   100 kg for 101 kg on spot interest 
31.   100 kg for 101 kg deferred interest 
32.   100 kg for   99 kg deferred interest 
DATES for DATES 
33.   100 kg for 100 kg on spot permissible 
34.   100 kg for 100 kg deferred interest 
35.   100 kg for 101 kg on spot interest 
36.   100 kg for 101 kg deferred interest 
37.   100 kg for   99 kg deferred interest 
SALT for SALT 
38.   100 kg for 100 kg on spot permissible 
39.   100 kg for 100 kg deferred interest 
40.   100 kg for 101 kg on spot interest 
41.   100 kg for 101 kg deferred interest 
42.   100 kg for   99 kg deferred interest 
WHEAT for BARLEY 
43.  100 kg for 100 kg on spot permissible 
44.  100 kg for 100 kg deferred interest 
45.  100 kg for 101 kg on spot permissible 
46.  100 kg for 101 kg deferred interest 
47.  100 kg for   99 kg on spot permissible 
48.  100 kg for   99 kg deferred interest 
WHEAT for DATES 
49.  100 kg for 100 kg on spot permissible 
50.  100 kg for 100 kg deferred interest 
51.  100 kg for 101 kg on spot permissible 
52.  100 kg for 101 kg deferred interest 
53.  100 kg for   99 kg on spot permissible 
54.  100 kg for   99 kg deferred interest 
WHEAT for SALT 
55.  100 kg for 100 kg on spot permissible 
56.  100 kg for 100 kg deferred interest 
57.  100 kg for 101 kg on spot permissible 
58.  100 kg for 101 kg deferred interest 
59.  100 kg for   99 kg on spot permissible 
60.  100 kg for   99 kg deferred interest 
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BARLEY for WHEAT 
61.  100 kg for 100 kg on spot permissible 
62.  100 kg for 100 kg deferred interest 
63.  100 kg for 101 kg on spot permissible 
64.  100 kg for 101 kg deferred interest 
65.  100 kg for   99 kg on spot permissible 
66.  100 kg for   99 kg deferred interest 
BARLEY for DATES 
67.  100 kg for 100 kg on spot permissible 
68.  100 kg for 100 kg deferred interest 
69.  100 kg for 101 kg on spot permissible 
70.  100 kg for 101 kg deferred interest 
71.  100 kg for   99 kg on spot permissible 
72.  100 kg for   99 kg deferred interest 
BARLEY for SALT 
73.  100 kg for 100 kg on spot permissible 
74.  100 kg for 100 kg deferred interest 
75.  100 kg for 101 kg on spot permissible 
76.  100 kg for 101 kg deferred interest 
77.  100 kg for   99 kg on spot permissible 
78.  100 kg for   99 kg deferred interest 
DATES for WHEAT 
79.  100 kg for 100 kg on spot permissible 
80.  100 kg for 100 kg deferred interest 
81.  100 kg for 101 kg on spot permissible 
82.  100 kg for 101 kg deferred interest 
83.  100 kg for   99 kg on spot permissible 
84.  100 kg for   99 kg deferred interest 
DATES for BARLEY 
85.  100 kg for 100 kg on spot permissible 
86.  100 kg for 100 kg deferred interest 
87.  100 kg for 101 kg on spot permissible 
88.  100 kg for 101 kg deferred interest 
89.  100 kg for   99 kg on spot permissible 
90.  100 kg for   99 kg deferred interest 
DATES for SALT 
91.  100 kg for 100 kg on spot permissible 
92.  100 kg for 100 kg deferred interest 
93.  100 kg for 101 kg on spot permissible 
94.  100 kg for 101 kg deferred interest 
95.  100 kg for   99 kg on spot permissible 
96.  100 kg for   99 kg deferred interest 
SALT for WHEAT 
97.  100 kg for 100 kg on spot permissible 
98.  100 kg for 100 kg deferred interest 
99.  100 kg for 101 kg on spot permissible 
100.  100 kg for 101 kg deferred interest 
101.  100 kg for   99 kg on spot permissible 
102.  100 kg for   99 kg deferred interest 
SALT for DATES 
103.  100 kg for 100 kg on spot permissible 
104.  100 kg for 100 kg deferred interest 
105.  100 kg for 101 kg on spot permissible 
106.  100 kg for 101 kg deferred interest 
107.  100 kg for   99 kg on spot permissible 
108.  100 kg for   99 kg deferred interest 
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SALT for BARLEY 
109.  100 kg for 100 kg on spot permissible 
110.  100 kg for 100 kg deferred interest 
111.  100 kg for 101 kg on spot permissible 
112.  100 kg for 101 kg deferred interest 
113.  100 kg for   99 kg on spot permissible 
114.  100 kg for   99 kg deferred interest 
 Total Transactions: 114; Transactions bearing interest: 66 
 
            Table 3. Monetary Category in Today's Currencies 
TURKISH LIRA for TURKISH LIRA 
100 TL for 100 TL on spot permissible 
100 TL for 100 TL deferred interest 
100 TL for 101 TL on spot interest 
100 TL for 101 TL deferred interest 
100 TL for   99 TL deferred interest 
US DOLLAR for US DOLLAR 
100 $ for 100 $ on spot permissible 
100 $ for 100 $ deferred interest 
100 $ for 101 $ on spot interest 
100 $ for 101 $ deferred interest 
100 $ for   99 $ deferred interest 
EURO for EURO 
100 € for 100 € on spot permissible 
100 € for 100 € deferred interest 
100 € for 101 € on spot interest 
100 € for 101 € deferred interest 
100 € for   99 € deferred interest 
TL for US DOLLAR 
300 TL for 100 $ on spot permissible 
300 TL for 100 $ deferred interest 
300 TL for 101 $ on spot permissible 
300 TL for 101 $ deferred interest 
300 TL for   99 $ deferred interest 
US DOLLAR for EURO 
130 $ for 100 € on spot permissible 
130 $ for 100 € deferred interest 
130 $ for 101 € on spot permissible 
130 $ for 101 € deferred interest 
130 $ for   99 € deferred interest 
 
3. Interest: Definition and kinds 
What is interest? From Islamic perspective, Interest is a value that is transferred from one party to another 
without a matching value given back. Interest is sometimes “unearned income” in a zero-sum game**, in which the 
winner’s gain is offset by the loser’s loss and sometimes “unequally distributed income” in a positive sum game, a 
trade where both parties gain. Thus, interest is, in any case, a wrong done to one of the two parties in loans or 
exchanges. That is why it is condemned by all religions and criticized by most philosophers. 
 
 
** Zero sum game is a mathematical representation of a situation in which winners' gains are offset by losers' losses (ending with a net change of 
zero). 
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From the Islamic perspective, interest is interchangeable with riba or usury. We can define it as follows: “Interest 
is an actual or potential excess or surplus without a returning equivalent not only in loans -whatever the interest 
rate is- but also in the exchanges of goods and currencies.” There are two kinds of interest: “Interest on debt or 
loan”, and “Interest on exchange”.  
3.1. Interest on debt or loan 
Interest on debt or loan appears in loans as a percentage or as a fixed payment added to the principal. It is the 
most widespread kind of interest. It unavoidably causes an injustice either to the borrower or to the lender since it is 
based on an uncertain outcome.  
When a borrower does not earn enough to pay the fixed rate, interest on debt causes harm to the borrower; then, 
it can be described as an "unearned income". When a borrower earns unexpectedly high income thanks to a loan, 
interest on debt causes harm this time to the lender; then that earning turns into an "unequally distributed income." 
Hence, there is no difference between a 1 percent interest rate or 100 percent rate of interest in terms of injustice it 
causes.  
This is because any high interest rate may be an injustice to a borrower in unfavourable economic conditions and 
any low rate, which is mostly favored and encouraged, may be an injustice to lenders. Then, the most important 
reason for interest to be forbidden by Islam and the only reason the Qur’an particularly mentions thereabout can be 
stated as following:  
“Interest is prohibited due to the fact that either the borrower or the lender would absolutely and inevitably be 
subjected to an injustice in any case, for its rate is fixed at the very beginning, although it is impossible to predict 
the outcome, profit or loss, or how much either would be.” 
“If you persist in interest” says the Qur’an, “Either you will wrong, or you will be wronged.”††  
Thus, it is clear that Qur’an identifies interest with injustice. It is never possible for mankind to find a fair interest 
rate for any time and for any sector of the economy since man cannot see the future outcome of the business, thus 
there will be a “deviation” –that hurts either the borrower or the lender- between the “initially determined interest 
rate” and “finally realized outcome”, whereby causing an injustice to either borrower or the lender.‡‡ If this is so, it 
is not correct that the prohibition of interest -let it be riba- is not related to the protection of the economically and 
socially disadvantaged in the community, as suggested by Saeed Abdullah§§ and some others. 
3.2. Interest on exchanges 
As for the interest on exchanges, it occurs on the exchange of goods and the exchange of currencies, on spot or 
on credit/deferred. The interest on exchange is well defined in summary by Prophet Muhammad's above given 
saying. This concise saying is so comprehensive that it even includes the “interest on debt” that occurs on loans in 
addition to the interest on exchanges. In this prophetic saying, gold and silver represent all currencies and financial 
instruments, and four other commodities stand for all standardized goods.  
Based on this saying, besides the interest on debt or loan known to all, the Prophet Muhammad introduced 
interest on exchanges, which occurs in all deferred-exchanges of goods for goods and in all deferred-exchanges of 
currencies for currencies. Time or delay is pointed to by the Prophet as the primary reason for interest, that is, value 
differentiation between two exchanged items thereby a value transfer from one party to the other. “Interest on 
exchange” makes the Islamic approach to interest original and distinctive. 
There is only one permissible exception to on-credit (deferred) exchanges: That is the sale of goods for money or 
 
 
†† Qur’an, Baqara, 279. 
‡‡ See, Ozsoy, Ismail, Faiz ve Problemleri, Nil Yayınları, Izmir 1993, s. 46. 
§§ Saeed, Abdullah , Islamic Banking and Interest: A Study of the Prohibition of Riba and Its Contemporary Interpretation, Studies in Islamic 
Law and Society, V. 2, BRILL, 1996, p. 29. 
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money for goods, as we buy some goods on credit for delayed monetary payment or sometimes we pay money today 
and the delivery of goods is made at a future date. That permission meets the need of people who have not ready 
purchasing power for pressing daily needs.  
All the futures on financial instruments include interest, so are banned. Futures are the agreements to deliver or 
accept delivery of standardized goods on a specific date at a pre-determined price. The difference between futures 
and forwards is that futures are traded via an organized exchange market whereas forwards are traded over-the-
counter, that is, a forward is not traded on an exchange and thus does not have the interim partial payments nor is the 
contract standardized, as on the exchange.***  
Futures market may bear a risk that the price agreed upon today (the futures price) and the price of the specified 
future date may differ so that either the seller or the buyer loses. Futures contracts are applied to two categories of 
assets: financial instruments and physical assets. Financial instruments include both cash and derivative instruments 
such as currencies, money market deposits, bonds, shares/equities, financial markets indexes, interest-sensitive 
instruments such as benchmark bonds, bankers’ acceptance notes and treasury bills.  
Physical assets are commodities such as farm products and all the basic industrial metals. Futures contracts on 
commodities are permissible due to the need of people who have not ready purchasing power for pressing daily 
needs, as mentioned above. More importantly, commodities have an intrinsic use value; thus, time value of 
commodities can be measured and calculated while time value of money or financial instruments cannot be 
measured because they do not have any intrinsic value.  
The problem is concerning the financial instruments with nominal values. The Prophetic hadith of six things 
suggests that all the futures contracts on financial assets such as forward rate agreements, and trade of financial 
derivatives for money or for each other at any price other than face/nominal value without corresponding to any real 
value increase in the underlying real assets on which derivatives are based, also include interest. This is because all 
financial instruments have not any intrinsic use value. In other words, financial instruments do not have any time 
value.  
For example, selling €100 for a delayed $130 includes interest; since there is a difference between the current and 
future rates of exchange in that transaction, resulting in an unproduced value -or income- transfer from one party to 
another, being a zero-sum game. Another example is the exchange of a certain amount of oil for a certain amount of 
cotton on credit/deferred. Similarly, the exchange of loan-for-loan with different quantities or with different interest 
rates gives way to interest, as with the derivatives so widespread in developed countries, in the US particularly. The 
exception to this case is a “swap” wherein two loans of the same quantity and of the same term are traded or two in-
kind debts can be settled at the exchange rate of the transaction day.  
4. The 2008 Financial Crisis 
A more concrete example for the burst of the financial bubble that resulted in the 2008 financial crisis is, the sale 
of financial certificates with different interest rates and different times for each other. For example, the sale or the 
loan of $100 for $105 for one year’s time bears a value transfer of 5 dollars from one party to the other. Another 
example, the sale of a financial certificate of $100 with a 5% rate of interest and for one year’s period in return for 
another certificate of $100 with a 10% rate of interest and for two years’ time bears a value transfer from one party 
to another by the size of the interest rate.  
Thus, a financial bubble begins to arise if the nominal increase in the value of the financial certificate due to 
interest payment is not balanced with a real value increase in the underlying assets such as houses. As known, 
houses have been the most frequently used as underlying assets upon which the financial certificates or derivatives 
are based on in the US and other countries. 
 
 
*** Wikipedia contributors, "Futures contract," Wikipedia, The Free 
Encyclopedia, http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Futures_contract&oldid=610156897 (accessed June 1, 2014). 
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If the bubble in the financial sector and the rise in the house prices go hand in hand, it is a sustainable process 
with rising prices. But, if the bubble grows much higher than prices, or the prices of houses go down as the bubble 
grows, the gap cannot be sustainable and the financial burst is unavoidable; that is CRISIS.  
4.1. Trade and Interest 
Then, what is the difference between trade and interest? There are two stages in a mortgage transaction. The first 
one is a trade that is the sale of a house to a client. The second and consequent stages are simply interest bearing and 
bubble building processes.  
As a basic real economic activity, trade is the process of purchase and sale that increases “location value”, 
“ownership value” or “time value” of a commodity. It is done with the intention of making a profit. Goods have 
“an intrinsic use value”, and that value may change, rises or fall, as goods change hands, location and time, 
resulting in a profit or a loss. 
Trade of a commodity is three ways. First is changing hands of a commodity. That is the transfer of a commodity 
from one person who has less demand for it to the one who has more. When you buy a commodity from its producer 
and sell it to consumers, it is increasing the ‘ownership value’ of goods. Second is the transfer of a commodity from 
a place where they are abundantly available to another place where they are scarce. When you buy orange for TL 1 
per kilo in Antalya and sell it for TL 1.5 in Istanbul, it is increasing the ‘location value of goods’ because it is more 
valuable in Istanbul. Third is providing a consumer without enough purchasing power with goods that the client 
demands, by buying them cheap on cash and selling to the client on credit with an extra price.  
So, trade is “increasing the time value of a commodity” when a house is bought by the bank on the spot, say for 
$100,000, and it is sold on credit to a client for $110,000, who otherwise could only buy it months or years later 
with his regular savings. Thanks to this transaction, the client begins to benefit from the house immediately.  
The client's additional payment of $ 10,000 makes up bank’s profit, and it is in return for the real increase in the 
time value of the house. That really increased time value is received by client due to being able to begin utilizing the 
house right away in addition to time-long utilization until the payment process ends. In other words, that payment is 
in return for real time value of house by having it right now. Thus, it is not an interest. It is a trade profit. Then, what 
is interest? 
4.2. Interest and bubble building process 
The trade of currencies does not produce any value. They are of the same value with different hands, at different 
locations, and in the different times. So are the financial instruments. Because they do not have any use value that 
may change by hands, locations or times.  
Thus, the exchange of currencies, that is changing hands of money, transferring money from one place to another 
or from a future time to the present time do not change the nominal value of those currencies or securities. One 
dollar is one dollar anywhere, with any hand and any time. The nominal value of any currency does not change by 
hands, locations or times. The same applies to all financial instruments. 
Then, any gain received from such a transaction is not derived from any produced economic value but from a 
zero-sum game. Therefore, such a gain is called interest in Islamic finance. Therefore, when receivables are not kept 
in the vaults of the bank, and when they are sold to a mortgage firm at a discount, there begins the process of interest 
and bubble building. For example, a receivable of $110 thousand for 10 years’ time is sold by a bank to a mortgage 
firm for $101 thousand on spot, it bears interest. This is the first step of bubble building process. 
As in the above given example, the sale of a financial certificate of $100 with a 5% rate of interest and for one 
year’s period in return for another certificate of $100 with a 10% rate of interest and for two years’ time bears a 
value transfer from one party to another by the size of the interest rate. Because mortgage firms sell these 
receivables in derivatives markets at higher prices for longer terms and interest rates by slicing them into small 
pieces. To prevent the process of creating financial bubbles, it is necessary: 
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x to avoid all delayed sales of the financial instruments  
x and keep them in the vaults of the bank until they are paid by the clients†††,  
x If financial instruments with different interest rates and times are to be exchanged for each other, the 
transaction must be done at face value. 
x Different financial instruments can be exchanged for each other at any price if the transaction is done on 
spot. That applies to the sale of financial instruments for money provided it is done on spot. 
These are the suggestion of solution that we derive from the hadith of Prophet Muhammad.  
4.3. Is interest policy responsible for the 2008 global financial crisis? 
We can definitely answer “Yes” when looking at the matter from an Islamic perspective, because Islamic 
perspective has a very precise definition and description of interest and its kinds, particularly with the kind of 
interest of exchange. Since interest is a process of a value or income transfer from one party to another without any 
comparable matching, interest-bearing transactions result in financial and economic imbalances between 
individuals, social groups, factors of production as well as nations in a process of lending or exchanges. These 
imbalances appear eventually as bubbles and crises in the financial markets when they cannot be sustained. 
5. Interest free finance and banking 
The alternatives to interest-bearing transactions are many kinds of trade, partnership and leasing. These are 
mainly, mudaraba, musharaka, murabaha, bai muajjal (deferred sale), salam, istisna' and ijara (leasing), each 
yielding income of profit or rental fee instead of interest. They are called Islamic finance methods. We can shortly 
introduce them as follows: 
Mudaraba (profit and loss sharing) is a partnership where one party provides the funds while the other provides 
expertise and management. Any profit is shared between the two parties on a preapproved ratio, while loss is borne 
by the capital provider.  
Musharaka is joint venture or equity participation between two (or more) parties to contribute to a particular 
investment enterprise, where profit is shared in accordance with the agreement between the parties, and loss is 
shared in proportion to relative shares of capital.  
Here, the bank provides funds, which are mixed with the funds of the business enterprise, and others. All 
providers of capital are entitled to participate in management, but not necessarily required to do so. The profit is 
distributed among the partners in pre-agreed ratios of the actual positive outcome, while the loss is borne by each 
partner strictly in proportion to respective capital contributions.  
In musharaka or in mudaraba, what makes profit permissible is that it is a ratio of the realized positive outcome at 
the end of the business, not the rate of return on the loan itself.  
Murabaha, which is the most widespread mode, is the sale of a commodity by a bank to a client on mutually 
agreed profit. In a murabaha transaction, the bank finances the purchase of a good or asset by buying it on behalf of 
its client and adding a mark-up before reselling it to the client on a 'cost-plus' or ‘mark-up’ basis.  
What makes the murabaha transaction legitimate is that the bank first acquires the asset and in the process it 
assumes certain risks between purchase and resale. The bank takes responsibility for the goods before they are safely 
 
 
††† as in Turkey during the 2008 financial crisis, which protected the country far from the damage of the crisis. That is why Turkey was not 
affected by the global financial crisis. Yet Turkey was subjected to downgrading by Standard and Poor's and Moody's for not having a local 
derivatives market before the crisis, but later was admired for being the least affected from the crisis. 
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delivered to the client. The services rendered by the Islamic bank are therefore regarded as quite different from those 
of a conventional bank that simply lends money to the client to buy the good.  
Bai muajjal is a credit (deferred) sale of goods where a bank purchases a commodity on behalf of a client and 
then sells it to the client at a profit. The payment of sale price is deferred for a fixed period and may be made in 
instalments. 
Salam is a pre-paid purchase of goods in order to finance production by Islamic banks. Here the price of a future 
standard commodity is paid at the time of the contract, delivery taking place at a future date. This mode enables 
entrepreneurs to sell their output to the bank at a lower price in advance, thus having a ready purchasing power for 
pressing needs. The bank then orders the producer to sell output to usual client on its behalf.  
Istisna', similar to salam, is a contractual agreement for manufacturing nonstandard goods and commodities, 
allowing cash payment in advance and future delivery. It can be used for providing the facility of financing the 
manufacture or construction of houses, plants, projects, and building of bridges, roads, and highways.  
Ijara is an arrangement of leasing equipment, buildings or other durable assets to a client in return for initially 
agreed rental fee. Under this mode, Islamic banks buy the equipment or machinery and lease it out to their clients 
who may opt to buy the items eventually, in which case the monthly payments will consist of two components, i.e., 
rental for the use of the equipment and instalment towards the purchase price.  
5.1. Real economy 
While loans of traditional banks do not necessarily enter the real economy, each monetary or financial transaction 
in the Islamic finance and banking system inevitably corresponds to a real economic activity. That economic activity 
is either the production of a commodity or service, or their trade. And any revenue earned is shared on profit and 
loss sharing basis. The effect of this vital principle is a real economy without any bubble and fair distribution of 
income among the factors of production.  
In Islamic economics, interest income is substituted with profit, rental, commission, and wage, all of which are 
regarded as legitimate earnings of trade, its derivatives, joint venture and partnerships, leasing, and other lawful and 
real economic activities. 
What makes profit and rental legitimate? Profit accrues to monetary capital in a real economic activity on 
condition that it contributes to social revenue and in proportion to its contribution. As for rental, it accrues to durable 
capital as an initially determined income since the productivity of durable capital is direct and certain. Thus rental is 
a fixed income that is based on certain and fixed productivity. In profit and rental, there is a balance between income 
and productivity, hence a balance between income and contribution to social revenue.  
Why interest is illegitimate? Interest accrues on loanable funds even when there is no contribution to national 
revenue thereby; and when there is a contribution it is not necessarily as much as is earned. It is almost impossible to 
balance between interest income and productivity of monetary capital. This is because interest is an initially fixed 
income based on uncertainties, thereby resulting in unequal distribution of income and macroeconomic instabilities.  
While there is no “give and take” balance in interest income, there is an established “give and take” balance in 
profit and rental, including wage and commission. The crisis-preventive nature of interest-free modes of finance 
contributes to economic stability and common welfare.  
5.2. Islamic Banking: A Bridge between the Western and Muslim societies 
Islamic banking can be a bridge between Western communities and Muslim societies, thereby contributing to 
world peace as well as to the common welfare. The roots of this cooperation are available in the common origins of 
the Jewish, Christian and Islamic traditions that prohibit interest. Having resisted interest for 1,500 years, longer 
than the lifetime of Islam, the Vatican accomplished a historic feat by suggesting the Islamic finance and banking 
system to the current Western financial world. This step can be regarded as the beginning of a new age when the 
whole of mankind can expect a better future in terms of peace and socio-economic welfare for all.  
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6. Conclusion and suggestion 
Trade of goods produce an economic value but trade of currencies or of financial instruments do not. Thus any 
income received through the exchange of goods is a real economic earning and it is the result of a positive-sum 
game. That economic activity is called trade and income is called profit. But any income made through the exchange 
of currencies or of financial securities or derivatives without linking them to any movement of goods is a virtual 
one, which is the result of a zero-sum game. That income is called interest. 
Trade of goods is three ways. First is changing hands of goods. That is the transfer of a goods from one person 
who has less demand to the one who has more demand for the goods. Second is the transfer of goods from a place 
where they are abundantly available to another place where they are scarce. Third is providing a consumer without 
enough purchasing power with goods that the client demands, by buying them on cash and selling to the client on 
credit with an extra price.  
For short, financial transactions linked to the movements of goods produce profit, and they are called trade. 
Financial transactions not related to movement of goods do not produce any economic value, so it is called interest 
since it is not anything other than the transfer of already available economic value from one party to another. 
Prophet Muhammad’s “Hadith of Six Things” concisely and extraordinarily expresses all kinds of interest bearing 
transactions in two sentences. It states forty-six interest bearing transaction out of eighty sales. 
Based on that Hadith, in order to avoid any bubble building process and financial crisis, it is necessary,  
x to avoid all delayed sales of the financial instruments  
x and keep them (e.i. mortgage receivables) in the vaults of the bank until they are paid by the clients,  
x Financial instruments of the same kind but with different interest rates and times should be exchanged for 
each other at face value and on spot as the exchange of gold for gold in the Hadith. 
x Different financial instruments can be exchanged for each other at any price if the transaction is on spot. 
That applies to the sale of financial instruments for money provided it is on spot. 
Moreover, financial transactions should be scrutinized in terms of Islamic view of interest whether or not they 
bear any value transfer from one party to another without any matching and any interest bearing transactions be 
limited to the minimum. As a last word, we had better say that economists and finance authorities should not wait 
for a second call from the Vatican to take the switch to Islamic finance and banking.  
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